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SOME THERMAL EFFECTS OF B U BBLES IN TEMPERATE 
GL AC IER ICE 

By C. F. RAYMO ND 

(Geophysics Program, University of Washington, Seattle, \Vashington 98 [95 , U .S.A. ) 

ABSTRACT. Gas bubbles in core samples from the Blue G lacier, vVashington, were observed to be pa rtia lly 
fill ed with liq uid . T he time a nd sp a tia l dependence o f liquid content in the bubbles demonstra tes tha t the 
ill situ liquid conten t of the bubbles was sma ll and liquid appeared in the bubbles as a consequence of hea t 
Aow in to the sa mple after collection. An effective bulk h eat capacity for w et bubbly ice is d erived a nd used 
to analyze th e re laxation process and it is shown th at the warming of samples is con trolled b y a n effecti ve 
heat capacity two o r more orders of magnitude la rger than for pure ice. T h e relaxa tion process presents a 
practica l diffi culty for measurement of ill situ water content from core samples and the behavior of the 
bubbles ind ica tes that at positions in a temperate g lacie r wh ere bubbles h ave pressure in excess of the ice 
stress, bubbles may control the ice te mperature a nd significantl y restrict water Aow through veins. 

RESUME. Q;lelques eJfets lhenniques des bulles dalls la glace de glacier temptrd. On a remarque que d es incl usions 
gazeuses da ns d es echa ntillons proven ant du Blue G lac ie r dans le Washington, e taient partiellement remplies 
de Iiq uide. L a variation de la teneur en liqu ide des bulles d ans le temps et l 'espace prouve que ce tte teneur 
etait faibl e dans la g lace " ill situ" e t que I'apparition du liquide dans les bulles est une conseque nce d ' un Aux 
d e chaleur da ns I'echantillon, a pres un p reli:vement. Une capacite calorifique moyenne effec ti ve pour de 
la glace bulleuse humide en es t deduite et est u tilisee pour a nalyser le p rocessus de relaxation. On montre 
que le n~chauffemen t des echantillons est regie pa r une cap acite ca lorifique e ffect ive dont I'ordre de g randeur 
est deux fois ou plus, superieur it cell e de la glace pure. L e processus d e re laxa tion engendre une d iffi culte 
p ra tique pour la m esure de la tene ur en eau "ill situ" , it partir dc ca rottes-ech an tillons, e t le comportement 
des bu lles indique que, pour des positions dans un glac ie r tempere OllleS bulles ont une press ion supe ri eure it la 
contra in te regnant da ns la glace, les bulies peuvent contr6 le r la temperature d e la glace et reduire d e maniere 
signifi ca ti ve la circula tion de I'ea u dans les resea ux intra g lac ia ires. 

ZUSAMM EN FASSUNG . Eillige thermisclze W irkullgen von BlaSe!! itll Eis temperierter Cletseher. Gasbl asen in Bohr
proben aus d em Blue G lacier, W ashington, erwiesen sich a ls teilweise Auss igkeitsgefullt. Das ze itliche und 
raumliche Auftre ten Aussigen Inha lts in den Blasen zeigt, dass ill situ del' Fluss igkeitsgehalt del' Blasen gering 
war und erst a ls Folge des VVa rme Ausses nach del' Probeentnahme auftrat. Fu r feuchtes, blasiges Eis und 
eine effekti ve Gesamtwarmekapazitat hergeleitet und zur Analyse des Relaxationsprozesses benutzt. Es 
zeigt sich, dass die Erwii rmung von Pro ben durch eine effektive Warmekapazita t ges teuert wird , di e zwei 
odeI' mchr G rbssenordnungen libe l' del' fllr rcines Eis li egt. Del' R claxa tionsprozcss crschwert pra ktischc die 
in-situ-Messung d es Wasscrgchaltes von Bohrproben . D as V crhalten d el' Blasen weist da rauf hin , dass an 
j enen Stel len in e inem temperi erten G letscher, wo del' Druck in den B1ase n di e Spannung des Eises ubersteigt, 
di e Blasen clie E istemperatur bes t immen unci den VVasserAuss durch Ade rn m erklich einschran ke n kbnnen. 

I NTROD UCTION 

Temperate g lacier ice is a material norma lly con tallllllg three phases: solid , liquid , and 
gas. Based on r-ecen t theoreti ca l discussions of temperate glacier ice, one expec ts the liquid 
phase to be in a n e twork of veins lying a long three-gra in in tersections (Nye and Frank, [973) 
o r perhaps in lenses on grain boundaries (Nye and Mae, 1972 ) with the gas phase in bubbles 
som e of which to uch the veins and the rest of which are isolated in the in terior of crystals 
(Lliboutry, [97 [ ) . Observat ions h ave been made on core samples collec ted from the Blue 
G lacier, Wash ington, which la rgely confi rm thi s view of temperate glacier ice (Raymond and 
Harr'ison, 1975) . One in teres ting feature observed in the samples bu t not considered by these 
authors in these theoreti cal discussions was the existence of liquid in gas bubbles i olated 
from the veins. A similar observation was made by Bader ( [950) on ice cut from crevasse 
walls in Malaspina Glacier, Alas ka . In this pap er th e origin o r liqu id in isola ted gas bubbles 
is re-examined a nd it is proposed tha t in some circumstances bubbles isolated in th e interior 
of crystals can have a pronounced effect on ice temperat ure and the behavior of the liquid 
phase in tempel-a te glaciers. 

OBSERVATIONS 

T he coring was d one in August 1972 at a site slightl y below the usual late summer snow 
line and close to the 196 1 location of the bore ho le S2 ofShreve and Sharp ([970, p. 67). A 
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general description of the glacier is given by Allen and others (1960), LaChapelle ( 1965), 
Corbat6 (1965) and Harrison (1972) . Cores were coll ected to a depth o f60m . 

Observa tions were made with a stereoscopic microscope on slabs about 50 to 100 mm 
thick cut crossways from cores of 0.15 m diameter . The microscope was fitted with a r e ticule 
eye-piece and a beam splitter with a 35 mm camera mount which allowed simultaneous visual 
examination and photography. Observations were made in a snow cave with illumination 
from an incandescent light and were usually started wi thin several minutes after a core had 
b een raised to the glacier surface. 

An isolated bubble can be described in terms of a bubble cavity partially filled with liquid 
and partially with gas (Fig. I). The bubble cavity usua lly had disk-like shape. The gas 
bubble was usually spherical. Bader ( 1950, p. 449, figs 2 and 3) has given a good description 
of the range of shapes. Bubbles with a large ratio of water volume to air volume tended to 
have tapered edges, thus giving a saucer shape with a hub containing the air bubble . T he 
disk shapes were aligned within any sing le ice crystal. Thin-section m easurements have shown 
that the disks are perpendicular to the c-axis (personal communication from W. B. Kamb) . 

The rat io r of the maximum dimension of the bubble cavity perpendicular to the line of 
sight to the diameter of the air bubble in it was m easured as a crude indicator of the relative 
amounts of liquid and gas present in a bubble. It was found that the amount of liquid asso
ciated with the isolated bubbles increased with time (e .g. Fig. 2) and at any given time 
bubbles near the external surface of a sample contained more liquid than those more in the 
interior (e.g. Fig. 3). These results indicate that the in situ water content of the bubbles is 
small or zero and that the liquid appears as a consequence of a relaxation process caused by 
removing the ice from the glacier. 

Fig. I. Isolated bubbles containing liquid in an ice sample collected from I'I m depth. Magnification approximately 22 X . 
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Fig. 2 . Time dependence of water content in bubbles lying about 6.5 mm into the sample. The sample was collected from a 
depth of 56.8 m and was composed of coarse bubbly ice with grain siz.e about 30 mm and bubble diameters averaging about 
0·5 mm. The ratio r is the maximum cavity dimension pelpendicular to the line of sight div'ided by the diameter of the 
included air bubble. 
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Fig. 3. Space dependence of water content in bubbles 40 min after cutting sample 56.8from the core. The ratio r is the maximum 
cavity dimension per/mldicular to the lille of sight divided by the diameter of the included air bubble. 
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THEORY 

In the process of collecting the sample from the glacier, the pressure on the sample surface 
is lowered to atmospheric pressure within the course of several minutes, bu t the pressure in 
bubbles isolated from veins is maintained close to the in situ value. If the external surface is 
wet, as in practi ce it is, then the surface is warmer than the bubbles and heat fl ows to them to 
cause m elting. This could explain the p rogressive increJ.se of liquid volume with lime. 

A quantitative treatment of the process can be based on the equation of thermal diffusion 

The thermal diffusivity K is given by 

1 aT 
\72T = -

K at . 

K = Klpc 

where K is thermal conductivity, p is d ensity, and c is specific heat capacity. One could 
contemplate solving Equations ( I) given K for ice, and the temperature T on the sample 
surface and each bubble cavity surfacc. This would require very tedious m easurements of 
bubble configuration and would lead to a mathematically impractical problem. Instead one 
can take the foll owing statistical approach, which is similar to that employed in thermo
dynamic calculations applied to sea ice (Schwerdtfeger , 1963; Maykut a nd Untersteiner , 
1971 ) . A bulk diffusivity can be defined for the bubbly ice which takes into account a large 
effect due to changing amounts of liquid in bubbles and the corresponding heat of phase 
change. Equations ( I) can then be solved using this bulk diffusivity with th e initial condi tion 
that inilial temperature T j be equal to the in situ temperature at the depth of origin of the 
sample and the boundary condition that the sample surface is at a tempera ture T s appropriate 
to a wet surface at atm ospheric pressure. One might expect that the amount of liquid in a 
bubbl e can be related to its temperature, in which case the above temperature solution can 
be used to predict the water content of bubbles as a fun c tion of po si lion and time. Conversely, 
the observed water contcnts can be interpreted in terms of temperature and checked against 
the predicted temperature. The basis for this approach is d eveloped in this section . 

T emperature if a bubble 

Consider a bubble which is cold enough that no liquid is present. Let To , Po, and Vo be 
the K elvin temperaturc, air pressure excluding H 20 vapor , a nd volume of the bubble wh en 
liquid phase first appears as it is heated quasi -statistically. 

First assume that there is no significant strain in the ice surrounding the bubble during the 
thermal relaxation, so th e volume of the bubble changes only as a result of melting. Further 
assume that the volume of liquid Vw produced by melting is not significantly a ffected by a ny 
gases dissolved in it, in which case Vw was produced by melting a mass of ice pw Vw, where 
pw = 1.00 Mg m- 3 is the d ensity of water. Consequently, the bubble volume is 

Vb = Vo + pw Vwlpi (2) 

and gas occupies a volume 

where Pi = 0.917 Mg m - 3 is the density of ice. 
Second, assume that no air molecules are exchanged with the ice, but a volume IX V w is 

dissolved in the liquid, where IX is the volume solubility of atmospheric air in water and has 
a value of 0.029 for equilibrium saturation at o°C. The gas law gives 

Po VoIR To = Pa(Va+ IXVw) IRT 

where pa is the partial pressure of air. 
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Third , assume that there are no soluble impurities in the bubble other than atmospheric 
air, in which case the temperature of the bubble for T o < T < 8 is given by 

(5) 

where 8 = 0 .0[0 o°C is the triple-point temperature and f3 ' = o.oog 8 deg bar- I represents 
th e combined effects of the Clausius- Clapeyron slope (0.0074 deg bar- I) and preSS Ul"e
dep endent solubility of atmospheric air (0.0024 deg bar- I assuming equilibrium saturation ) . 
Equation (5) neglects compositional change of the air with pressure caused by the different 
solubi lities of N z and 0 " a slight differen ce in the partial pressure of water vapor and the 
triple-point pressure, curvature of the wall of the bubble, and possible effects of non
hydrostatic stress in the wall of the bubble. Furthermore, to be precise one must recognize 
that any given bubble is probably not at the same temperature over its complete boundary, 
because of location-d ep endent surface curvature and non-hydrostati c stress and the possibility 
of impurity-concentration gradients in the liquid . However , these effects are small. 

The water volume V w can be calculated as a function of T by substituting Equation (3) 
into (4) to eliminate Va and get 

Pi Vo (Po T ) 
Vw = (PW - Pi + IXPi ) Pa T o - [ . (6) 

Substitution of Equation (5) into this gives 

Vw = ----- [ . p1Vo (8- T o T ) 
(Pw - Pi + IXPi ) 8- T To 

From this one can also d etermine Vb and Va as a fun ction of T through Equations (2) and (3) . 
One finds 

(8) 

When T o is known, then Vb /Va provides a sensitive m ea sure of temperature in the range T o 
to 8 where the bubble contains liquid. 

Bulk thermal diffusivity of wet bubbly ice 

Now consider a piece of ice of unit bulk mass with many bubbles containing liquid. 
There are contributions to the total effective heat capacity of this piece from the individual 
h eat capacities of each of the three phases present and the heats associated with tranSfe l" of 
mass between the phases by melting, evaporation , and solution. If thc water content is small 
so that the total mass is closely equal to the ice mass, the n the contributions from the water 
and air can be n eglected . Furthermore, the contributions from heats of evaporation and 
solution are insignificant in comparison with the heat of fusion . In this ca se thc total effec tive 
heat capacity can b e written 

~dpwVw 
c = ci + HLdT (g) 

where H = 3.3 X 105 J kg- r is the h eat of fusion, Ci = 2 . I X 103 J kg- r d eg- ' is the sp ecific 
heat capacity of pure ice, and the sum is over all of the bubbles. If T < To, there is no water 
and no contribution from the second term. For T ;? T o, differentiation of Equation (7) gives 

dpwVw = PwPiVo {8 - T o (~)+ 8- To .:... } 
dT (Pw - Pi + IXPi ) (8- T )2 T o 8- T T o . ( 10) 
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In Equation ( r 0) negligible effects from the thermal expansion of the liquid and solid, and 
temperature d ependence of the air solubility have been omitted. If it is assumed that all of the 
bubbles have the same pressure Po and temperature To, substitution of Equation ( IQ) into 
Equation (9) gives 

(r ra) 

where 

B = H pwPi L Vo' 
Ci ( 1) - To ) (Pw - Pi + XPi) 

H ere L Vo represents the total void volume per unit mass when there is no liquid and can be 
expressed in terms of the bulk d ensity P as 

and B can be written 

B _ H pw Pi - P _ 1467 deg (Pi - P) 
- Ci ( 1) - T o) (PW - Pi + CXPi ) P 1) - To P . 

Since T and To are both within several hundred ths of a degree of 1), 

( 1) - T )/ T ~ I. Thus Equation ( I la) can be written approximately as 

( 
(hZ) 

C = Cj I + Tz 

where 

and 8 = 1)- T. 

( lib) 

TJTo ~ I and 

This is of the same form as the effective h eat capacity of ice containing brine pockets as 
derived by Schwerdtfeger (1963) and expanded upon by Harrison (1972). In one important 
respect it is quite different. Briny ice experiences essentially a continuous increase in heat 
capacity with temperature and a term of form et

Z/ 82 contributes for all temperatures below 
the freezing point of the bulk melt water and above the eutectic temperature . In contrast the 
effect of air bubbles causes a large jump to a high value of heat capacity at To and then a 
further increase with temperature. The discontinuity at To is similar to what happens 
theoretically in the heating of a water system at constant pressure. If one starts at T < To, 
addition of heat causes warming of the ice according to the standard specific h eat. However, 
once To is reached, further addition of heat produces liquid phase but no increase in tem
perature, and there is a jump to an apparently infinite heat capacity until all of the ice has 
been melted. Bubbly ice behaves like such a system at constant volume rather than constant 
pressure, and the jump is to a finite value of heat capacity and the melting occurs over a 
temperature range. 

Schwerdtfeger (1963, table VI) has shown that the thermal diffusivity for dry bubbly 
ice is given by K O = I. I mm 2 S- I. This value is quite insensitive to bulk density or tempera
ture. Once T ;;:0 To and liquid has appeared, there may be some change in K, but the very 
large changes in C predicted by Equations ( r r ) will be the dominant effect. Thus the bulk 
diffusivity may be approximated by 

{ 
8 2}-I 

K = K O 1 + etz 
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In any real sample of glacier ice it seem s likely that a ll of the bubbles will not have the 
same pressure Po. I t is fa irly obvious h oyv one could d erive a more ela borate version of 
Equations (12) and ( [3) which would take account of a dist ribution in Po. The effect of a 
pread in Po would be to smear out the tl-ansition from low to high effective heat capacity. 

H owever , thi s added sophistication seems unwarranted; Equations (12) and ( 13) should be 
adequate when used with an average Po as long as the spread is not large. A lso there may be 
salty liquid at other locations in the ice, such as in veins, lenses, or other liquid inclusions 
(H arrison , 1972; Raymond and Harrison, 1975) ' Assuming these inclusions are isolated 
from the bubbles and pressure d oes not change as a resu lt of melting or freezing in them, then 
their contribution is given by the analysis of Schwertfeger ( 1963) or Harrison ( 1972) and can 
be simply added on to the con tribution from bubbles. 

CALCULATIONS 

Properties of sample 
The results of the previous section can be used to examine the relaxa tion of sample 56.8 

shown in Figures 2 and 3. The in situ ice temperature at the depth of origin of this sample 
was Ti = - 0.060°C from the measurem ents of H arrison ( I975[b] ). Once the sample was 
collected , its surface was under atmospheric pressure which is about 0.82 bar at the altitude 
of the core site. Since the surface of the sample was always wet from its own melt water , its 
surface was at T.~ = 0.002 9°C from Equation (5) which assumes negligible contriiJution 
from soluble solids and saturation concentration of atmospheric gases. These are reasunable 
assumptions in view of the extremely low bulk ionic impurity content of the ice (Harri son and 
Raymond, 1976) and the thinness of the surface water layer. The actual sample was a disk 
about 50 mm thick and 150 mm in diameter. For the purpose of solution of Equation ( I), 
it is reasonabl e to assume a slab geometry and neglect the edge effects of the circumferential 
surface. D ensities of coarse bubbly ice sam ples, which were similar in appearance to sample 
56.8 and collected from a simi lar depth , w ere measured in the range 0.895 to 0.903 Mg m - 3 • 

The density of sample 56.8 should be close to o.go Mg m - 3 • 

Unfortunately , reliable m easurements o f bubble pressure were not made. In the vi cinity 
of the core hole, the vertical strain-rate averaged over the upper 60 m was small and positive, 
and represents a vertical velocity difference between the surface and 60 m depth of o. I m 
year- 1 (Harrison, [975[a] ) . A lso the recent a nnual balances have not been greatly different 
from zero with both positive and negative values occurring in the last several years. This 
indicates that in situ bubble pressure equal to the mean ice stress is reasonable. This is esti
mated to be 5.82 bar, which represents the sum of atmospheric pressure (0.82 bar) and the 
weight of the overl yi ng ice (pg/z cos2 

Cl = 5.00 bar with Cl = 4 .8°) . In this case T o = - 0.047°C 
from Equation (5). However , the glacier thins rapidly up-glacier from the core site, and until 
recent years it had typically experienced negative annual balances of I to 2 m year- 1 

(LaChapelle, I965) . Since the time scale for adjustment of bubble pressure is unknown, and 
the history of the ice is complex, there is some possibility of either an over- or under-pressure 
in the bubbles relative to the present mean ice stress . Since the in situ water content of the 
bubbles was apparen tly zero, Ti = - 0.060°C represents a lower limit to To and gives an 
upper limi t to Po of 7. I4 bar, which would represent a bubble over-pressure of 1. 32 bar. A 
lower limit to Po is taken to be correspondingly lower than the mean ice stress which gives 
4.50 bar and an upper limit for To of - 0.034°C. These assumed limiting values for Po and To 
are somewhat arbitrary, but they are probably quite liberal estimates of the possible range. 
In any case, these limits will be useful in examining how lack of precise values affects the 
conclusions one can make . 

With these properti es et is in the range 1.2 to 1.5 deg, which is much large than the corres
ponding transition temperature of several hundredths to tenths of a degree (Harrison, [972) 
associated with brine in the ice . For T > To, the bubbles are the dominant effect. 
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Predicted temperature distribution 

Equation ( I) was solved for the properti es described above with K given by Equation ( 13) . 
The solu tions were obtained numerically by a simple method given by Carslaw and Jaeger 
(1959, p. 469- 71 ). The temperature versus time at 6.5 mm into the sample is shown in 
Figure 4 and temperature versus distance after 40 min is shown in Figure 5 . Because of th e 
uncertainty in To, the absolu te temperature is also uncertain. For this reason the temperature 
solutions h ave been shown relative to T o by plotting (T s- T )j( Ts- T o) . 
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Fig. 5. Spatial dependence of temperature in Sample 56.8 40 min after being cut from the core. Curves and points are obtained 
as exp lained ill Figure 4. 
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Separate curves are shown for the preferred value of To and the lower and upper limiting 
values arrived at above. In Figure 4 the main differences occur during the first 10 min . On 
the scale ( T 8- T )/( T 8- To), the sam e initial temperature (Ti = - 0.060°C) plots differently 
for the differen t assumptions about T o. For T < T o, i.e. (T8- T )/( Ts- To) > I , K has the 
value K o for dry bubbly ice a nd warming is rapid. T he different curves converge fairly 
rapidly to T = To, after which a very much smaller K prevails and the warming is much 
slower. There is also some difference between the curves on a longer time scale, b ecause K 

d epends on T o. In Figure 5 the separation of the curves is small n ear the surface where the 
temperature a pproaches T8 and is known independent of T o, and at 8 mm or deeper where the 
ice has warmed to T o but has not had time to undergo any additiona l warming. 

The relaxation process cannot be characterized by any single value of K , since K is highly 
temperature d ependent by Equation (13) . For T > To Equation ( 13) gives K in the range of 
a bout 1/500 to less than 1/5000 of the value for dry bubbly ice. The lowest values of K occur 
n ear the sampl e surface, where the ice is warmes t. For comparison , temperature curves for 
warming of a homogeneous material assuming severa l diffusivities are shown on Figures 4 
and 5. For simplicity these curves are shown only for the particular case that T o = Ti and 
calculations were done for a half space (Carslaw and J aeger, 1959, p. 59) rather than a slab 
of finite thickness. The predicted warming of the wet bubbly ice is approximated reasonably 
by a homogeneous material with a diffusivity of about 10- 3 of the dry bubbly ice diffusivity. 

Estimated temperature of bubbles 

If I' measured on bubbles (Figs 2 and 3) can b e related to Vb / Va, then Equation (8 ) can be 
uscd to determin e their temperatures. 

For a bubble cavity shaped like a right circular cylinder with height just equal to the 
diameter of its a ir bubble, it is easily shown that 

Vb / Va = irzS 

where S = I . This could be applied to other rotation a ll y symmetric shapes with an appro
priate choice of S to take account of a non-rec tangular cross-section, an air bubble with 
diameter smaller than the height, or a non-spherical air bubble . O ccasionally bubble cavities 
were seen a long a line of sight perpendicular to the axis of rotation and the shape could be 
cl early discerned and S could be evaluated by numerical integration. T his was also done for 
the sketches shown by Bader (1950, p . 449). The r esul t are shown graphically in Figure 6. 
For most shapes S is between 0.5 and 0.8 with 0.6 to 0.7 being most common, so that 
T"b/ Va ~ rZ . 

An importa nt constraint on Vb / Va is given by Equa tions (2) and (3) which show Vb /Va ---+

pw /( pw - pi ) = 12 .03 in the limit of large VII" Equation (8) shows this limit is reached as 
T ---+- 8. In th e case of the samples, this limit is not reached because bubbles cannot get any 
warmer tha n T s = O.002 °C a nd Equation (8) gives an upper limit for Vb / Va in the range 
9.5 to l OA d epending on which value of To is taken. The largest value of r ever obse rved was 
about 6, a nd in Figure 3 extrapolation ofr to the sampl e surface gives r about 6.5 to 7. This 
suggests tha t Vb / Va ~ 10 for r = 7. 

The solid curve in Figure 6 was chosen as a relationship between Vb / Va and T which is 
reasonably compatible with the above observational and theore tical considerations. This 
curve was used to deduce the temperatures of bubbles and the r esu lts corresponding to the 
data of Figures 2 and 3 a rc shown in Figures 4 a nd 5. 

The particular data shown in Figures 2 and 3 were measured on bubbles viewed at skew 
angles, which precluded a di rec t assessmen t of their shapes or V b/ Va. In view of the consider
a ble vari ety a nd complicated shapes of bubble caviti es, the temperature results are somewhat 
uncertain. This is especially so for those measurem ents with r larger than abou t 2. 
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Fig. 6. Relationship between r and Vb/ V • . Solid points estimatedJrom present observations. Open points estimatedJrom sketches 
oJ Bader (1950). Dashed curue shows Vb / V. = r 2 and solid curve shows relationship actually assumed Jar calculatiolls. 

DISCUSSION 

Interpretation of calculations 

The theoretical pattern of temperature can be compared with the temperatures d educed 
from liquid content of bubbles. The distance into the sample below which bubbles have not 
experienced significant melting is predicted quite well. On the other hand bubbles close to 
the sample surface appear to contain more water and be warmer than expected . This may 
arise from an error in the assumed relationship between rand Vb /Va caused by the uncer
tainty in bubble cavity shape. Another contributing factor arises from the statistical nature of 
the theoretical treatment. It should give a reasonable average temperature at each level in 
the sample, but one could expect significant local fluctuations from the average on the scale 
of the spacing bubbles (several millimeters) . Since observation of a bubble requires that it 
be not obscured by other bubbles, the measurements may be biased toward those bubbles 
which are also more directly exposed thermally to the sample surface and therefore those 
which warm most ra pidly. Although these difficulties preclude a rigorous test of the theoretical 
treatment, the comparisons in Figures 4 and 5 support the hypothesis that liquid appears in 
the bubbles as a consequence of heat flow from the sample surface, and that the heating of the 
sample is controlled by an effective h eat capacity which is two or more orders of magnitude 
larger than that fo r dry bubbly ice . 

Bader (1950) suggested that the liquid he observed in the ice of the Malaspina Glacier was 
produced in a gradual process proceeding concurrently with the slow natural unloading of 
the ice by ablation. H e assumed that the pressure in air bubbles was relaxed and the tem
perature maintained at the so-called " pressure melting point" mainly by melting in the bubbles 
with mechanical effects being less important. Paterson (197 I) has pointed out that over 
much of the depth of the Athabasca Glacier, the heat generated by internal deformation is 
inadequate to maintain pure ice at the " pressure m elting poin t" as the ice is unloaded by 
ablation. This may be characteristic of most glacier ablation areas. The process envisioned 
by Bader (1950) would even require much more h eat because of the much higher effective 
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h eat capacity of wet bubbly ice. It therefore seems likely that most of the liquid observed by 
Bader originated by conduction of heat into the sample ice when it became close to the glacier 
surface or after it was collected , the origin of the h eat being external rather than in ternal to the 
g lacier. This would happen as a consequence of an over-pressure in the bubbles of the near 
surface Malaspina ice. Such over-pressure is expec ted in an ablation area and was reported 
by Bader ( 1950) for thc Malaspina, and Coachman and others ( 1956) on Storglac iaren. 

Effect of measurement of water content 

The thermal relaxation caused by the bubbles presents a complication for m easurement 
of a meaningful in situ water content on core samples collected from depth. Figures 2, 3 and 6 
show that an amount of liquid equal to several times the original air volume can b e produced 
in the surface layers of an ice sample on a time scale of minutes to tens of minutes . T his could 
cause significant error in delayed m easurements on small samples with large ratios of surface 
a rea to volume . 

Consequences for glacier temperature 

Paterson ( 1971 ) has argued that bubbles may be the primary influence on temperature 
in parts of the Athabasca Glacier . The concept of a high effective heat capacity supports 
Paterson's conclusion. The very high effective h eat capacity of the bubbly ice once the 
temperature reached To means in effect that T o is an approximate upper limi t to the ice 
temperature. In a zone where ice is being unloaded by ablation or vertical strain-rate and 
bubbles have a pressure in excess of the ice m ean stress, the bubbles will force the ice tempera
ture to be lower than the " pressure melting curve" commonly assumed for temperature in a 
temperate g lacier. If there is a ny liquid in the ice (that is the ice is temperate in the sense of 
Lliboutry, 19 71 , p. 16), it will tend to be in the air bubbles. Liquid inclusions not conta ining 
gas such as veins on grain edges or other types would tend to exist at pressures equal to the ice 
stress (Nye and Mae, 1972) . Such inclusions could continue to exist in the presence of bubbles 
with over-pressure only if the over-pressure in the bubbles is balanced by the concentration of 
impuri ties in the liquid inclusion . Under these conditions the temperature of the ice would 
be relatively insensitive to changes in liquid , impurity, or sensible-heat content. Instead it 
wou ld be controlled by other processes which could affect the bubble pressure and corres
pondingly T o, such as strain in the ice around the bubbles which changes the volume of the 
bubble cavities, and interaction of the bubbles w ith the vein sys tem during recrystalli zation 
or by bubble migration which could change the amount of air in the bubbles. 

Consequences for glacier permeability 

Bubbles may a lso influence ice permeability to water flow. Under the above conditions 
the vein network (Nye and Frank, 1973) would be impermeable to water cleaner than the 
impurity concentration needed to balance the overpressure in the bubbles. If the brine in the 
vein system were replaced by cleaner liquid , this liquid would partially freeze in order to 
regain an impurity concentration which balances the overpressure in the bubbles . The net 
effect would be a reduction in vein size and increased liquid in the bubbles with little conse
quent change in temperature. For vein sizes of tens of micrometers expec ted in glaciers 
(Lliboutry, 1971 ; Raymond and Harrison, 1975), one can easily verify that the production 
of heat in the veins by the water flow is orders ofmagnitudes too small to offset the loss of hea t 
from the veins to the bubbles for even very small imbalance between impurity concentration 
and bubble pressure . A continuing flow of clean water into the veins would reduce the vein 
size to a negligibly small value such that the temperature depression from vein wall curvature 
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could balance the bubble overpressure. The threshold impurity concentration required for 
maintenance of water flow is given by (3' !::"p /(RT2/H ) where t.p is the overpressure. For 1 bar 
over-pressure which is of the order seen by Bader ( 1950) and Coachman and others ( 1956), 
this amoun ts to 10- 4 mole fraction and is much larger than is typical of glacier ice melt or 
ra in water. 

This suggests that the vein system may normally b e sealed near the surface in glacier 
ablation areas and may be instrumen tal in the existence of large surface-stream networks a nd 
la kes on some glaciers. This effect of bubbles is quite distinct from the direct blockage of 
veins by bubbles in contact with them which has been considered by Lliboutry (1971 ) a nd 

' Raymond and H arrison (1975). 
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DISCUSSION 

W . F. B UDD: Do you know what effects the absorption of short-wave radiation would have on 
the bu bbles and water ? 

C . F . RAYMOND: The sample (about 10 2 mm thick) was illuminated from below and the 
observaLions were made within IQ mm of the upper surface. The fact that no liquid appeared 
in the d eepest observed bubbles, which were closest to the illumination source, indicates that 
the m elting from the radiation was negligib le. Calculation of the a bsorption using a rea son
able extinction coeffi cient for bubbly ice a lso gives this conclusion. 

] . W . GLEN: Is the assumption of zero ice strain around the bubble reasonable? I can see that 
for small times and relatively low stresses plastic strains can be neglected , but wi ll elastic 
strains not reduce the build-up of pressure due to water d ensity apprec iably? This might give 
a change in lemperature in the direc tion of the discrepancy between your theoretical and 
experimental results. Could it account for th is? 

Also, if I understand your theory correctly, it suggests that I,vater may migrate from veins 
to bubbl es during d ecompression, a nd that this might happen as ice com es towards the surface 
in the ablation a rea. Does this mean you expect an impervious layer to overlay a permeabl e 
one? Will absorbed solar radiation not deposit heat on grain boundari es and therefore tend 
to keep the ice permeable? 

RAYMOND: During the experiment, bubble caviti es containing visible water were enlarged by 
factors up to about 10 times . It is clear that elastic strains (order 10- 4) were negligible in 
comparison with this. It is possible that plastic strain-rates cou ld have been quite high since 
the pressure in the bubbles was initially about 5 bar, but still the accumulated stra ins during 
the time of the experiment are likely to be small. This is supported by the observation that 
bubbles which did not experi ence melting because they were deep enough within the sample 
also did not experi ence any noticeable increase in size . If in fact the plastic strains were to 
happen very quickly and reduce th e bubble pressures in this way, then littl e heat flow or 
melting would occur. Consequent ly, the sense of the e ffect is apparent ly oppos ite to that 
need ed to expla in the unexpectedl y high liquid content of the bubbles . 

Pene tration of radiation into the near surface of a g lacier is bound to have a substantial 
influence on the ice permeability. However, this effec t is likely to be limited to a small number 
of m e ters; whereas, over-pressure in bubbl es may exist to considerable d epth in the ice where 
the ice is being unloaded by ablation. One must a lso consider the effect of vertical stra in-rate 
on th e rate of unloading at various d epths. For an ablation area one might typica ll y expect 
an impermeable upper layer underl a in by ice which could transmit water on a fine scale, 
given a source of water whi ch could feed the Aow. One must keep in mind that the re are 
several o ther poss ible m echanisms by which water-flow through the veins might be obstructed 
(L1iboutry, r 97 r ; Nye and Mae, 1972) . 
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